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The continuous spontaneous localization (CSL) model strives to describe the quantum-to-classical transition
from the viewpoint of collapse models. However, its original formulation suffers from a fundamental inconsis-
tency in that it is explicitly energy nonconserving. Fortunately, a dissipative extension to CSL has been recently
formulated that solves such an energy-divergence problem. We compare the predictions of the dissipative and
nondissipative CSL models when various optomechanical settings are used and contrast such predictions with
available experimental data, thus building the corresponding exclusion plots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collapse models predict the occurrence of the quantum-
to-classical transition in light of an intrinsic dynamical loss
of quantum coherence, when the mass and complexity of the
system increase [1–5]. This is achieved by modifying the stan-
dard Schrödinger equation with the addition of a nonlinear
interaction with an external classical noise field. The latter in-
duces the localization of the wave function in space. Such in-
teraction is negligible for microscopic systems, and is ampli-
fied by an intrinsic in-built mechanism that makes it stronger
for macroscopic objects. In this way collapse models account
for the quantum behavior of microscopic systems, as well as
for the emergence of classicality in the macroscopic world.

The most studied collapse model is the continuous spon-
taneous localization (CSL) model [2]. Here, the interaction
of a quantum system with the collapse noise depends on two
phenomenological parameters: the collapse rate λCSL, which
measures the strength of the noise, and the correlation distance
rC, which sets the spatial resolution of the collapse, i.e., the
typical distances above which superpositions are suppressed.
The quantitative determination of such parameters has been
the focus of speculations. The original estimates put forward
in Ref. [1] have set rC = 10−7 m and λCSL = 10−16 s−1, later
modified to λCSL = 10−9 s−1, based on the analysis of the
process of latent image formation [6,7].

Recently, a significant amount of work has been devoted
to the identification of experiment-based upper bounds on the
CSL parameters. Experiments using matter-wave interferome-
try [8–11], entangled macroscopic diamonds [12], cantilevers
[13,14], cold atoms [15,16], x-ray emissions [17,18], and
gravitational wave detectors [19,20] have been instrumental
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to the drawing of an exclusion plot aiming at narrowing down
the range of acceptable values for the collapse parameters.

A well-known drawback of the phenomenological nature
of the CSL model is the prediction of a constant increase
of the kinetic energy of a system due to its interaction with
the collapse noise. The most conservative prediction of the
rate of energy increase is in the range of 10−15 K/yr [3]
(which becomes 10−7 K/yr when the parameters predicted
in Refs. [6,7] are assumed). While such a rate is very small,
its non-nullity entails a fundamental limitation of the theory
behind the current formulation of CSL. Surely, the interaction
with an external noise is expected to break energy conser-
vation for the system alone; however, one does not expect
the noise to keep transferring energy to the system forever.
Thermalization to the temperature of the noise field would
eventually be achieved, thus stopping the net energy increase,
a mechanism that is not contemplated in the original CSL
formulation.

This has called for the proposal of a dissipative three-
parameter extension (which we will dub the “dCSL”
model) [21,22]: besides λCSL and rC, the dCSL model re-
quires the introduction of an effective temperature TCSL,
which can be interpreted as the temperature of the collapse
noise. Dissipation guarantees that the energy of any system
interacting with this noise approaches an asymptotic finite
value. In the limit TCSL → ∞, which implies that the system
never thermalizes with the collapse noise, one recovers the
standard CSL model, as expected. While there is currently
no fundamental estimate of TCSL, if we assume the noise to
be of cosmological origin (a reasonable guess, taking into
account its supposed universality), then TCSL ∼ 1 K stands
out as reasonable [22].

The quest for the ruling out or the confirmation of collapse
models requires the identification of a credible and physically
robust framework. It is thus important to test the predictions of
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the dCSL model, in particular in relation to the extent to which
the bounds on the CSL parameters change if one assumes a
finite temperature for the collapse noise. This analysis was
initiated in the study of collapse model effects on matter-wave
interferometry [10] and cold atoms [16]. In this paper, we
extend this investigation to optomechanical systems which
now play a privileged role as they set some of the strongest
bounds on the collapse parameters.

While CSL-induced effects can be easily embedded as
additional noise on the motion of a mechanical system [23],
we show that for the dCSL model this is no longer the case
and a different strategy must be followed. Specifically, we will
construct a unitary unravelling of the dCSL master equation,
following the approach described in Ref. [24], which has the
advantage of greatly simplifying all the necessary calcula-
tions, while providing a rigorous approach to the quantifica-
tion of the effects of the collapse mechanism. Such a unitary
unravelling is built around a bosonic quantum noise instead of
a standard classical noise, as custom to CSL.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, after in-
troducing the master equation for the dCSL dynamics, we
build a unitary unravelling for it. In Sec. III, we consider a
multiparticle system and we derive the master equation for the
center of mass under the assumption of rigid body and small
displacements. We then build a unitary unravelling for such a
master equation and use it to derive the Langevin equations of
motion for the center of mass of an optomechanical system,
which are thus solved in Sec. IV. The results are applied to
the several experiments in Sec. V to set physically relevant
bounds on the parameters characterizing the dCSL model.

II. UNITARY UNRAVELLING OF THE dCSL MODEL

The mass-proportional dCSL master equation for the den-
sity matrix ρ̂(t ) of an N -particle system reads [22]

dρ̂(t )

dt
= − i

h̄
[Ĥ , ρ̂(t )] + L[ρ̂(t )], (1)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the system and

L[ρ̂(t )] = ν2
∫

d y[L̂( y)ρ̂(t )L̂†( y) − 1
2 {L̂†( y)L̂( y), ρ̂(t )}],

(2)

with ν =
√

λCSLr3
C(4π )3/2/m0, where m0 is the mass of each

particle and y is a spatial coordinate. The Lindblad operator
L̂( y) is defined as [25]

L̂( y) = m0

(2πh̄)3

N∑
n=1

∫
d Q e

i
h̄

Q·(x̂n− y)

× exp

(
− r2

C

2h̄2 |(1 + χ ) Q + 2χ p̂n|2
)

, (3)

where x̂n and p̂n denote the position and the momentum
operator of the nth particle of the system, respectively, and the
dimensionless parameter χ is related to the dCSL temperature

TCSL by the relation

χ = h̄2

8m0kBTCSLr2
C

, (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
We wish to construct a unitary unravelling of Eq. (1), i.e., a

unitary dynamics Ût for the state vector |ψ〉 of the system
such that ρ̂(t ) = E[Ût |ψ〉 〈ψ | Û †

t ] is the solution of the master
equation. Here E[ · ] denotes the stochastic average over the
noise. For the CSL model, it is straightforward to show that
a classical noise is perfectly suited, as the associated Lind-
blad operators that can be obtained from Eq. (3) by setting
χ = 0 are self-adjoint. For the dCSL model, this is no longer
possible in light of the lack of self-adjointedness of L̂( y).
Reference [26] shows the way around: given a master equation
in the Lindblad form [such as Eq. (1)], it is always possible
to build a unitary unravelling by introducing quantum noise
operators describing the effects of a bosonic bath.

We thus consider the following stochastic differential equa-
tion for the state vector

d |ψt 〉 = dUt |ψ〉 =
{
− i

h̄
Ĥ dt + dĈ − 1

2
E[dĈ†dĈ]

}
|ψt 〉 ,

(5)

where Ĉ is a quantum noise operator that is assumed to take
the following form:

Ĉ = ν

∫
d y [L̂( y) B̂†( y) − L̂†( y) B̂( y)]. (6)

Here B̂( y) is a noise field operator, whose statistical proper-
ties are identified by the Itô rules

E[dB̂t (x)] = E[dB̂
†
t (x)] = E[dB̂

†
t ( y)dB̂t (x)] = 0,

E[dB̂t ( y)dB̂
†
t (x)] = δ( y − x) dt. (7)

Equation (5) leads to a unitary evolution of the system and a
simple application of Itô rules shows that it leads to Eq. (1)
for the density matrix. For a more exhaustive description
of stochastic Schrödinger equations under the action of a
quantum noise, we refer to Ref. [24].

III. MASTER EQUATION FOR THE MOTION OF THE
CENTER OF MASS OF A MECHANICAL RESONATOR

Let us denote with x (0)
n (n = 1, . . . , N ) the classical

equilibrium position of each particle. We call μ(x) =
m0

∑
n δ(3)(x − x (0)

n ) the mass density of the system. We
assume that each particle jiggles very little around its equi-
librium position, so that the position operator x̂n of the nth
particle can be written as [12,27]

x̂n = x (0)
n + �x̂n + x̂, (8)

where x̂ measures the fluctuations of the center of mass, while
�x̂n measures the remaining fluctuations of the nth particle,
which are not already included in x̂. Under the assumption of
a rigid body, which will be the assumption we make from here
on, the latter fluctuations are negligible. Consequently, we set
�x̂n = 0 and, after tracing Eq. (2) over the relative degrees of
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freedom, we obtain the dissipator for the master equation for
the center-of-mass state ρ̂c.m.:

L[ρ̂c.m.(t )] = ν2

(2πh̄)3

∫
d Q |μ̃( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

×
[
Ŝ( Q)ρ̂c.m.(t )Ŝ†( Q)

− 1

2
{Ŝ†( Q)Ŝ( Q), ρ̂c.m.(t )}

]
, (9)

where μ̃( Q) = ∫
dx μ(x)ei Q·x/h̄ and

Ŝ( Q) = e
i
h̄

Q·x̂ exp

[
−2

r2
C

h̄2

(
χ (1 + χ )

Q · p̂
N

+ χ2p̂2

N2

)]
.

(10)

As the motion of the center of mass of the rigid body is
assumed to have a very small amplitude, a condition that we
will shortly define quantitatively, we Taylor expand Ŝ( Q). To
this end, it is convenient to represent Eq. (9) in the position
basis. The first term in the second line becomes

〈x| Ŝ( Q)ρ̂c.m.(t )Ŝ†( Q) |x′〉 = e
− i

h̄
Q·(x′−x)

×
∫

d p
∫

d p′ e− i
h̄

(x· p−x′· p′ ) 〈 p|ρ̂c.m.| p′〉

× exp

[
−2r2

C

h̄2

(
χ (1 + χ )

N
Q · ( p + p′) + χ2

N2
( p2 + p′2)

)]
.

(11)

Due to the Gaussian factor in Eq. (9), the main contribution
to the integral comes from values of Q whose modulus is
smaller than or comparable to h̄/rC(1 + χ ). One can then
Taylor expand Eq. (11) under the conditions

|x′ − x| � rC(1 + χ ), | p|, | p′| � Nh̄

rCχ
. (12)

The same procedure can be applied to the term in Eq. (9)
containing the anticommutator. Then Eq. (9) becomes

L[ρ̂c.m.(t )] = ν2

(2πh̄)3

∫
d Q |μ̃( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

×
(

1

2

[
K̂ ( Q) − K̂†( Q) + M̂ ( Q) − M̂†( Q), ρ̂c.m.(t )

]

+K̂ ( Q)ρ̂c.m.(t )K̂†( Q) − 1

2

{
K̂†( Q)K̂ ( Q), ρ̂c.m.(t )

})
, (13)

with

K̂ ( Q) = − κ

h̄2 Q · p̂ + i

h̄
Q · x̂,

M̂ ( Q) = − κ2

2h̄2(1 + χ )2r2
C

p̂2 + κ2

2h̄4 ( Q · p̂)2

− i

h̄3 κ ( Q · x̂)( Q · p̂) − 1

2h̄2 ( Q · x̂)2, (14)

and κ = 2r2
Cχ (1 + χ )/N . Now, considering the motion of a

system only in one direction (say the x direction), the master

equation for the center-of-mass state becomes

dρ̂c.m.(t )

dt
= − i

h̄
[Ĥ , ρ̂c.m.(t )] − η

2
[x̂, [x̂, ρ̂c.m.(t )]]

− γ 2
CSL

8ηh̄2 [p̂, [p̂, ρ̂c.m.(t )]]

− iγCSL

2h̄
[x̂, {p̂, ρ̂c.m.(t )}], (15)

with

η = ν2

(2πh̄)3h̄2

∫
d Q |μ̃( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

Q2
x, (16)

γCSL = η
4r2

Cχ (1 + χ )

N
, (17)

where Qx denotes the x component of Q. The second and
third terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (15) describe decoher-
ence in position and momentum, respectively, while the last
one accounts for dissipation.

In order to write down the stochastic unravelling, it is
convenient to rewrite Eq. (15) in the Lindblad form

dρ̂c.m.(t )

dt
= − i

h̄
[Ĥeff, ρ̂c.m.(t )]

+η

(
L̂ρ̂c.m.(t )L̂† − 1

2
{L̂†L̂, ρ̂c.m.(t )}

)
, (18)

where L̂ = x̂ + i�p̂, � = γCSL

2ηh̄
, and Ĥeff = Ĥ + γCSL

4 {x̂, p̂}.
As described in the previous section, the unitary unraveling
is thus given by

d|ψt 〉 =
{
− i

h̄
Ĥeff dt + dĈ − η

2
L̂†L̂ dt

}
|ψt 〉, (19)

where dĈ = L̂ dB̂
†
t − L̂† dB̂t , and the only nonzero term of

the Itô rules for the quantum noise operator is

E[dB̂tdB̂
†
t ] = η dt. (20)

Making use of the unravelling in Eq. (19), it is now rather
straightforward to derive the Langevin equations for x̂ and
p̂, moving to the Heisenberg picture. In general, given the
unitary state evolution |ψt 〉 = Ût |ψ0〉, the stochastic variation
of a generic operator Ô reads

dÔ(t ) = dÛ †
t Ô Ût + Û †

t Ô dÛt + E[dÛ †
t Ô dÛt ], (21)

where the last term accounts for the Itô contribution.
Starting from the unravelling describing the center-of-mass

motion in Eq. (19), we find the time evolution for the generic
operator Ô(t ) by differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to time
(from here on, we will omit the explicit time dependence of
all the operators but the noises):

dÔ

dt
= i

h̄
[Ĥeff, Ô] + η(L̂†ÔL̂ − 1

2 {L̂†L̂, Ô})

+(b̂†(t )[Ô, L̂] + b̂(t )[L̂†, Ô]), (22)

where we introduced b̂(t ) = d
dt

B̂t , whose only nonzero corre-
lation reads

E[b̂(t )b̂†(s)] = η δ(t − s). (23)
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The corresponding Langevin equations for Ô = x̂, p̂ are

dx̂

dt
= i

h̄
[Ĥ , x̂] − �h̄ ŵx (t ),

dp̂

dt
= i

h̄
[Ĥ , p̂] − γCSLp̂ − h̄ŵp(t ), (24)

where we introduced ŵx (t ) = b̂†(t ) + b̂(t ) and ŵp(t ) =
i[b̂†(t ) − b̂(t )], whose correlations follow from Eq. (23):

E[ŵx (t )ŵx (t ′)] = E[ŵp(t )ŵp(t ′)] = ηδ(t − t ′),

E[ŵx (t )ŵp(t ′)] = −E[ŵp(t )ŵx (t ′)] = iηδ(t − t ′). (25)

Compared to the classical Langevin equation, an extra noise
appears in the equation for the position operator. This is
in agreement with the results in Ref. [24], where it is also
discussed how the presence of this noise, which in this con-
text appears naturally, is required for having a well-defined
momentum operator.

IV. APPLICATION TO OPTOMECHANICS

Let us consider a one-dimensional mechanical resonator of
mass m in an externally driven cavity. Assuming the relevant
coordinate to be along the x direction, the resonator and
cavity field are coupled according to the radiation pressure
Hamiltonian Ĥrp = h̄gâ†âx̂, with â and â† the annihilation
and creation operators of the cavity field, x̂ that should now
be interpreted as the position operator for the center of mass
of the resonator, and g the optomechanical coupling rate.
The radiation pressure term enters the total Hamiltonian of
the system, which comprises the free dynamics of the field
and resonator characterized by the frequency ωC and ω0,
respectively. The motion of the system is thus described by
the Langevin equations [28]

dx̂

dt
= p̂/m, (26a)

dp̂

dt
= −mω2

0x̂ + h̄gâ†â − γmp̂ + ξ̂ , (26b)

dâ

dt
= −i�0â + igâx̂ − κâ +

√
2κâin. (26c)

The terms −γmp̂ and ξ̂ in Eq. (26b) describe the dissipative (at
rate γm) and stochastic action of the phononic environment (at
temperature T ) affecting the mechanical resonator [29–34].
Here, ξ̂ is an environment noise operator having zero mean
and correlation function

E[ξ̂t ξ̂s] = h̄mγm

∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t−s)ω

[
1 + coth

(
h̄ω

2kBT

)]
, (27)

with kB the Boltzmann constant. In Eq. (26c), �0 = ωC − ωL

is the detuning between the cavity frequency ωC and the
frequency of the external driving field ωL. Moreover, κ is
the cavity dissipation rate and âin = αin + δâin describes the
driving field, characterized by the steady average amplitude
αin = √

Pin/(h̄ωC), where Pin is the input power, and a
fluctuating part that is quantum mechanically accounted for
by the fluctuation operator δâin such that 〈δâin(t )〉 = 0 and
〈δâin(t )δâ†

in(s)〉 = δ(t − s).

The steady-state density noise spectrum of the mechanical
motion provides an informative inference tool for the long-
time properties of the resonator [35,36]. It is defined as

S (ω) = 1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
dτ e−iωτE[〈{δx̂(t ), δx̂(t + τ )}〉]

= 1

4π

∫ +∞

−∞
dω′ E[〈{δx̃(ω), δx̃(ω′)}〉], (28)

where δx̂(t ) = x̂(t ) − x̂st is the fluctuation around the steady-
state position x̂st = limt→∞ x̂(t ) and δx̃(ω) denotes the
Fourier transform of δx̂(t ).

Our goal now is to explicitly compute S (ω) in Eq. (28), un-
der the assumption of the dCSL dynamics for the mechanical
resonator. To this end, we modify the set of optomechanical
Langevin equations according to the prescriptions in Eq. (24).
We thus get

dx̂

dt
= p̂

m
− �h̄ ŵx (t ), (29a)

dp̂

dt
= −mω2

0x̂ + h̄gâ†â − γ p̂ + ξ̂ − h̄ŵp(t ), (29b)

dâ

dt
= −i�0â + igâx̂ − κâ +

√
2κâin, (29c)

where γ = γm + γCSL is the total damping rate.
We move to the frequency domain, where the equations

above become algebraic, and find

δx̃(ω) = ξ̃ (ω) + ÑC(ω) + ÑCSL(ω)

d(ω)
, (30)

where d(ω) = m{[ω2
eff(ω) − ω2] − iγeff(ω)ω} depends on the

effective resonance frequency ωeff(ω) and damping γeff(ω),
whose full expressions are given in Appendix B. Three inde-
pendent sources of noise contribute to δx̃(ω): ξ̃ (ω), which is
the Fourier transform of ξ̂ , accounts for the phononic noise
inducing Brownian motion of the mechanical system; ÑC(ω)
is the source of noise due to the open nature of the cavity
and induced by the driving field, and its explicit expression
is given in Appendix B; finally, ÑCSL(ω) refers to the dCSL
contribution to the noise, and is the key of our analysis. It
reads

ÑCSL(ω) = �h̄m(iω − γ )w̃x (ω) − h̄w̃p(ω), (31)

where w̃x (ω) and w̃p(ω) are, respectively, the Fourier trans-
form of ŵx (t ) and ŵp(t ). It is worth remarking that the dCSL
noise enters S (ω) not only through ÑCSL(ω), but also in light
of the presence of γCSL in d(ω). The density noise spectrum
of the mechanical system then reads

S (ω) = 1

|d(ω)|2
[
h̄γmmω coth

(
h̄ω

2kBT

)

+ 2h̄2g2κ2|α|2(�2 + κ2 + ω2)

[κ2 + (� − ω)2][κ2 + (� + ω)2]

+ h̄2η[1 + �2m2(γ 2 + ω2)]

]
, (32)

where α = 〈â〉 = √
2καin/(κ − i�) and � = �0 − g 〈x̂〉.

Equation (32) can be used to test the dCSL model
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in optomechanical experiments, to compare the corre-
sponding predictions with those computed for the CSL
model [12,13,19,23,27,37].

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE dCSL MODEL:
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We can now apply the theoretical framework derived in
the previous sections to set experimental upper bounds on
the dCSL parameters. We focus on nanomechanical can-
tilevers [13,14] and gravitational wave detectors [19,20].
These are the optomechanical experiments whose data set the
strongest bounds on λ and rC for the standard CSL model. We
first perform the theoretical analysis of the setups and then we
make a comparison with the experimental data.

A. Nanomechanical cantilever

In [13,14,38] the position variance of a cantilever, which is
proportional to its temperature, is measured for different tem-
peratures of the surrounding environment. For our analysis,
we consider the experiment reported in [14]. The system con-
sists of a silicon cantilever, of size 450 × 57 × 2.5 μm, stiff-
ness kstiff = (0.40 ± 0.02) N/m, and density 2330 kg/m3, to
which a ferromagnetic microsphere (radius 15.5 μm and den-
sity 7430 kg/m3) is attached. The latter has two functions: it
increases the effect of the CSL noise on the system (being
its density much bigger than that of silicon) and allows one
to monitor the motion with a SQUID in place of a laser, as
considered before [39]. Then, without the laser contribution,
S (ω) becomes

S (ω) = 1

m2

2mγmkBT + h̄2η[1 + �2m2(γ 2 + ω2)]

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ 2ω2

, (33)

where γ = γm + γCSL, ω0 = √
kstiff/m, and we have consid-

ered the high-temperature limit for the environmental noise.
For further details we refer to [14]. By integrating S (ω)
around the resonant frequency we obtain the temperature TS

of the system

TS = mω2
0

kB

∫
dω S (ω) = T + �TdCSL, (34)

where T is the environmental temperature and �TdCSL the
dCSL contribution. The expression of the latter is given by

�TdCSL = h̄2η
[
1 + �2m2

(
γ 2 + ω2

0

)]
2kBmγ

− γCSL

γ
T . (35)

The first term increases the temperature of the system (similar
to the standard CSL case), while the second term cools the
system and this is a fingerprint of the dCSL model. To make
an explicit example, if one considers an experiment where the
environmental temperature is much higher than TCSL, then the
system is cooled by the dCSL noise, contrary to the CSL case,
where the system can be only warmed up [16].

B. Gravitational wave detectors

Following the analysis performed in [19], we can easily
derive the dCSL experimental bounds from gravitational wave

detectors. The three experiments considered here are AU-
RIGA [42], Advanced LIGO [41], and LISA Pathfinder [40].

AURIGA consists in an aluminium cylinder of radius
0.3 m, length 3 m, and mass 2300 kg cooled at 4.2 K, whose
resonant deformation at frequency ω0/2π ∼ 900 Hz is moni-
tored by a SQUID-based readout [44]. We model the system
with two cylinders of half length, oscillating in counterphase,
as done in [19]. The minimum value for the force noise, which
could be attributed to dCSL [19], is SF = 12 pN/Hz1/2.

LIGO is a Michelson interferometer, whose two arms
are configured as a Fabry-Pérot cavity, with two cylindrical
silica mirrors (density 2200 kg/m3, radius 17 cm, and length
20 cm) separated by a distance of 4 km. We estimate that
the minimum effective noise SF = 95 fN/Hz1/2 is reached at
ω/2π = 30–35 Hz [41,45].

LISA Pathfinder consists in a pair of cubical masses (mass
1.928 kg and side length 4.6 cm), which are 37.6 cm away
from each other. The two masses are in free fall, surrounded
by a space satellite following them, and orbiting around the
first Lagrangian point of the Sun-Earth system. The min-
imum force noise is SF = 1.77 fN/Hz1/2 just above mHz
regime [40].

Different from the cantilever, where one measures the
center-of-mass motion, here the relevant quantity is the rela-
tive distance R12 between the two masses (in the case of AU-
RIGA this corresponds to the elongation of the single mass).
Then, the equations of motion must be changed accordingly.
We explicitly derive them in Appendix C and we obtain for
the corresponding S (ω)

S (ω) = h̄2(η − σ )

m2

1 + m2�2(γ 2 + ω2)

(ω̃2
0 − ω2)2 + γ̃ 2ω2

, (36)

where ω̃2
0 = ω2

0 − 2γ �σ h̄, γ̃ = γ − 2�σ h̄, and the explicit
form of σ is given in Eq. (C10). Since we are primarily
interested in estimating the effect of the dCSL noise, we
neglect all other noise sources, paying the price of setting
more conservative bounds.

C. Bounds on dCSL parameters

In Fig. 1 we report the bounds on the parameters λCSL

and rC by choosing two different values of TCSL. The value
of TCSL = 1 K is a natural choice if one assumes that the
CSL noise has a cosmological origin. Compared to the results
presented in [14,16,19,37], which refer to the CSL model
(TCSL = +∞), the first panel shows no appreciable difference.
Hence, for any TCSL > 1 K bounds on the dCSL model are
practically equivalent to those on the standard CSL model.

Things start changing if we take different values for the
noise temperature. Specifically, we consider as an example the
value of TCSL = 10−7 K. As Fig. 1 shows, the bounds from
gravitational wave detectors are stable, still coinciding with
those obtained in [19,20,37] with the reference to the CSL
model. The reason is that the diffusion constant η defined in
Eq. (16) is the only relevant quantity here, and it changes
with respect to the CSL model only if 1 + χ cannot be
approximated to unity. This takes place for ranges of the noise
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FIG. 1. Experimental bounds on the dCSL parameters λ and rC for two values of TCSL. Left panel TCSL = 1 K and right panel TCSL =
10−7 K. Purple (top-center) line and shadowed area: upper bound from the cantilever experiment [14]. Green, blue, and red (top-right, from
left to right) lines and corresponding shadowed areas: upper bounds from gravitational wave detectors, respectively LISA Pathfinder [40],
LIGO [41], and AURIGA [42]. Orange (top-left) and gray (bottom) regions: upper bound from cold atom experiment [16,43] and lower bound
from theoretical arguments [10]. The GRW [1] and the Adler [6,7] values are reported in black.

temperature such that [cf. Eq. (4)]

TCSLr2
C � h̄2

8m0kB
∼ 10−18 m2K. (37)

Thus changes are expected for TCSL � 108 K when rC �
10−13 m and for TCSL � 10−7 K when rC � 10−5 m. This can
be seen in the bound coming from LISA Pathfinder, which
becomes slightly weaker for rC < 10−6 m at TCSL = 10−7 K
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.

A strong effect of the dissipative extension of the model
is shown in the bounds from the nanomechanical cantilever
for TCSL = 10−7 K. Such a change is driven not only by
changes in η as discussed before, but also by the change of
the dissipation rate γ = γm + γCSL, with γCSL = ηγ ′, where
from Eq. (17) we have

γ ′ = 4r2
Cm0χ (1 + χ )

m
. (38)

Moreover, for this experiment there is an additional dCSL
contribution which, converse to the case of the gravitational
wave detectors experiments considered before, is not negli-
gible. This comes from the term �2m2(γ 2 + ω2) in S (ω) as
defined in Eq. (32), where

�m = h̄

4kBTCSL

(
1 + h̄2

8m0kBTCSLr2
C

)
(39)

is independent from the system parameters. The term
�2m2(γ 2 + ω2) becomes relevant when significantly larger
than 1. For the cantilever under consideration, the transition
occurs at TCSL � 10−5 K for rC = 10−8 m and at TCSL �
10−7 K for rC = 10−4 m. Such a term affects the system

more than the modification of the diffusion constant, and
consequently the corresponding bound becomes stronger for
small rC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided a description of the dCSL model in terms
of Langevin equations resulting from a unitary unravelling of
the collapse master equation. Our linear and unitary unravel-
ling is able to mimic the nonlinear and stochastic action of the
dCSL model, including its dissipative nature. The approach
that we have put forward is fully suited for optomechanical
setups such as cantilevers and gravitational wave detectors,
which were discussed in Sec. V.

We have identified the bounds on dCSL parameters λCSL

and rC for two values of the noise temperature TCSL. For
TCSL > 1 K the dissipative effects are negligible and the
bounds are de facto the same as those obtained with the stan-
dard CSL model [19,37]. For TCSL = 10−7 K, the cantilever
bound in the region rC � 10−5 m is modified. Conversely,
the bounds given by gravitational wave detectors are almost
completely unaffected by such a dissipative extension for the
considered ranges of temperatures. Lower values of the tem-
perature seem unrealistic and therefore were not considered.

Our approach can be in suitably applied also to other
noninterferometric tests of collapse models, such as spon-
taneous photon emission from germanium [17,18,46] and
phonon excitations in crystals [47,48]. However, in this case
the conditions in Eq. (12) are not fulfilled; therefore, the
approximations used through the text cannot be applied and
one has to proceed in a different way. One should note that
these bounds, coming from photon emission and phonon
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excitations, significantly depend on the spectrum of the noise
and disappear for a frequency cutoff in the range 1011–1015 Hz
[49–54]. Therefore, analyzing how these bounds are affected
by dissipative effects seems not so relevant.

Our investigation is well placed within the current research
effort towards the sharpening of collapse models in light of
possible (and indeed foreseeable) experimental assessment of
their effects on massive systems. We believe that curing a
physically significant drawback of CSL-like mechanisms such
as their inherent energy nonconserving nature provides more
robust theoretical models to be contrasted to the evidence
of experimental data gathered in any of the settings that we
have analyzed here, and thus a more compelling case for the
exploration of possible alternative models for the quantum-to-
classical transition.
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APPENDIX A: STUDY OF THE VALIDITY OF THE
CONDITIONS IN EQ. (12) FOR THE ANALYSIS IN SEC. V A

As shown in the main text, Eq. (9) can be approximated
by Eq. (15) when two assumptions are fulfilled, see Eq. (12),
which are reported here:

|x′ − x| � rC(1 + χ ), | p|, | p′| � Nh̄

rCχ
. (A1)

Since we work in a reference frame where the average velocity
of the system is zero, a good estimation of |v| is given by its
fluctuations �v. We are considering the system in the steady
state, i.e., when it has thermalized with the environment, and
this allows one to use the equipartition theorem to estimate the
fluctuations of the position and the velocity of the system:

�x ∼
√

kBT

m ω2
0

, �v ∼
√

kBT

m
. (A2)

For the cantilever considered in Sec. V A, we find

�x ∼ 10−12 m, �v ∼ 10−8 m/s. (A3)

The shaded region in Fig. 2 shows the values of rC and
TCSL which fulfill the conditions of Eq. (12), taking the
environmental temperature as T 
 1 mK. As we can see, even
for very low CSL temperatures, such as TCSL ∼ 10−10 K, for
any rC � 10−10 m conditions of Eq. (12) are satisfied and the
analysis in the main text is valid. Only when reaching much
lower temperatures as TCSL ∼ 10−15 K, the range of values of
rC which satisfy Eq. (12) strongly reduces.

−10 −9 −8 −7 −6 −5 −4
−16

−15

−14

−13

−12

−11

−10

rC (m)

T C
S
L
(K
)

FIG. 2. Regime of validity of the conditions in [Eq. (12)] for the
cantilever considered in Sec. V A. The blue area denotes the values
of TCSL and rC for which these conditions are fulfilled.

APPENDIX B: DENSITY NOISE SPECTRUM DETAILS

The explicit form of the effective resonant frequency
ωeff(ω), of the effective damping γeff(ω), and of the laser noise
ÑC(ω) appearing in Eq. (30) can be derived by following the
standard procedure [35,36]. Respectively, they read

ω2
eff(ω) = ω2

0 − 2|α|2h̄g2�(�2 − ω2 + κ2)

m[(� + ω)2 + κ2][(� − ω)2 + κ2]
,

γeff(ω) = γ + 4|α|2h̄g2κ�

m[(� + ω)2 + κ2][(� − ω)2 + κ2]
,

ÑC(ω) = h̄g
√

2κ

[
α∗ãin(ω)

κ + i(� − ω)
+ αã

†
in(−ω)

κ − i(� + ω)

]
,

(B1)

where � = �0 − g 〈x̂〉 and the only nonzero correlation is
given by 〈ãin(ω)ã†

in(−ω̄)〉 = 2πδ(ω + ω̄).

APPENDIX C: dCSL FOR COMPOSITE SYSTEMS

We consider a system containing N particles, which can
be divided in two subsets labeled by the indices α, β = 1, 2,
where the αth subset has Nα particles. The mass density of
each subset is described by μα (x) = m0

∑
n δ(3)(x − x (0)

n,α ),
where x(0)

n,α denotes the classical equilibrium position of the
nth nucleon (belonging to the αth mass distribution). Then,
similar to the procedure shown in the main text, we can
express Eq. (2) as

L[ρ̂(t )] = ν2

(2πh̄)3

∑
α,β

∫
d Q μ̃α ( Q)μ̃∗

β ( Q)e− r2
C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

×
[
Ŝα ( Q)ρ̂(t )Ŝ†

β ( Q) − 1

2
{Ŝ†

β ( Q)Ŝα ( Q), ρ̂(t )}
]
,

(C1)

where μ̃α ( Q) = ∫
dx μα (x)ei Q·x/h̄ and Ŝα ( Q) takes the

same expression of Ŝ( Q) in Eq. (10), with the following
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substitutions:

x̂ → x̂α, p̂ → p̂α, N → Nα. (C2)

The dissipator in Eq. (C1) describes the N particles system
when this is considered as divided in subsets labeled by α.

Under the short-length approximation, valid for

|x′
β − xα| � rC(1 + χ ), | pα|, | pβ | � Nh̄

rCχ
, (C3)

Eq. (C1) can be approximated with

L[ρ̂(t )]= λCSLr3
C

π3/2m2
0h̄

3

∑
α,β

∫
d Q μ̃α ( Q)μ̃∗

β ( Q)e− r2
C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

×
(

1

2
[K̂α ( Q)−K̂

†
β ( Q) + M̂α ( Q) − M̂

†
β ( Q), ρ̂(t )]

+ K̂α ( Q)ρ̂(t )K̂†
β ( Q)−1

2
{K̂†

β ( Q)K̂α ( Q), ρ̂(t )}
)

,

(C4)

where K̂α and M̂α can be obtained from Eq. (14) with the
replacements in Eq. (C2). Note that the first condition in
Eq. (C3) is fulfilled, assuming that |xα| and |xβ | � rC, even
when α and β belong to different subsets, centered around
points distant more than rC. Indeed, xα and xβ describe the
fluctuations of the α and β subsets around the corresponding
centers of mass and not their actual positions. Consequently,
we have |x′

β − xα| � |xα| + |xβ |, which is smaller than rC

[cf. Eq. (12)].
As already stated in the main text, there are two situations

of interest. The first one is when the system is not divided
in subsets, i.e., when α = β = 1. Then Eq. (C4) reduces
simply to Eq. (13) describing the motion of the center of
mass of the system. This first case is discussed in the main
text and examples of systems which can be well described
just by studying the center-of-mass motion are cantilevers
[13,14] or optical levitated nanospheres [56]. On the other
hand, in interferometric experiments involving two masses, as
LIGO and LISA Pathfinder [41,57], one is interested in the
relative motion between two distinct objects. In such a case
the dynamics is described by Eq. (C4) with α, β = 1, 2.

We now restrict to the case of two subsets having the
same mass density distribution, at positions displaced by R12.
Accordingly, N2 = N1 and

μ̃2( Q) = μ̃1( Q)e−i Q·R12/h̄. (C5)

Under this assumption, Eq. (C4) becomes

L[ρ̂(t )] = λCSLr3
C

π3/2m2
0h̄

3

∫
d Q |μ̃1( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

×(f̂11 + f̂22 + f̂12e
−i Q·R12/h̄ + f̂21e

i Q·R12/h̄),

(C6)

where we introduced

f̂αβ = 1
2 [K̂α − K̂

†
β + M̂α − M̂

†
β, ρ̂(t )]

+ K̂α ( Q)ρ̂(t )K̂†
β ( Q) − 1

2 {K̂†
β ( Q)K̂α ( Q), ρ̂(t )}.

(C7)

The meaning of the four terms in Eq. (C6) is the following:
the terms f̂11 and f̂22 give, respectively, the contribution to
the master equation due to the mass distributions μ1 and μ2

as if they were alone; this is the incoherent contribution. The
last two terms instead account for correlation effects between
the two mass distributions.

To better understand the meaning of Eq. (C6), let us con-
sider two limiting cases. The first limit is given by |R12| � rC,
for which the phases multiplying f̂12 and f̂21 oscillate very
rapidly, giving a negligible contribution compared to that of
f̂11 and f̂22. This means that for large distances the noise
acting on the first mass distribution is totally uncorrelated
from the one acting on the second mass. In the opposite limit,
i.e., when |R12| � rC, we have ei Q·R12/h̄ 
 1. In this case,
the same noise acts on the two mass distributions, and the
contributions from the cross terms become relevant.

By considering the problem only along the direction of
motion (x direction), the master equation becomes

dρ̂(t )

dt
= − i

h̄

[
Ĥ

(2)
eff , ρ̂(t )

]

+
2∑

α=1

Kα,β

(
L̂αρ̂(t )L̂†

β − 1

2
{L̂†

βL̂α, ρ̂(t )}
)

, (C8)

where

Ĥ
(2)
eff = Ĥ +

(
γCSL

4
+ �σ h̄

2

)
({x̂1, p̂1} + {x̂2, p̂2})

+ ��h̄2(p̂1 − p̂2), (C9)

σ = ν2

(2πh̄)3h̄2

∫
d Q|μ̃( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

Q2
x cos

(
QxR12

h̄

)
,

(C10)

�= ν2

(2πh̄)3h̄2

∫
d Q|μ̃( Q)|2e− r2

C(1+χ )2

h̄2 Q2

Qx sin

(
QxR12

h̄

)
,

(C11)

and

Kα,β =
(

η σ

σ η

)
, � = γCSL

2ηh̄
, (C12)

L̂α = x̂α + i�p̂α, with α = 1, 2. (C13)

Note that the parameters σ and �, similar to η defined
in Eq. (16), depend on the phenomenological constants rC,
λCSL, and TCSL of the dCSL model, as well as on the mass
distribution of the system. In the limit when the center of mass
of the two subsystems coincide, i.e., R12 → 0, one finds that
σ → η and � → 0.

Following the same scheme of the main text, we can write
the corresponding unitary unravelling:

d|ψt 〉 =
{
− i

h̄
Ĥ

(2)
eff dt + dĈ2 − 1

2
E[dĈ

†
2dĈ2]

}
|ψt 〉, (C14)

where

dĈ2 =
2∑

α=1

(L̂α dB̂
†
αt − L̂†

α dB̂αt ), (C15)
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and with the Itô rules

E[dB̂αtdB̂
†
βt ] = Kβ,αdt, (C16)

and all the other Itô products are zero.
Given Eq. (C14) the Langevin equation for a generic

operator Ô is

dÔ

dt
= i

h̄

[
Ĥ

(2)
eff , Ô

] +
2∑

α=1

(b̂†α (t )[Ô, L̂α] + b̂α (t )[L̂†
α, Ô])

+
2∑

α,β=1

Kα,β (L̂†
αÔL̂β − 1

2 {L̂†
αL̂β, Ô}), (C17)

where we introduced b̂α (t ) = d
dt

B̂α,t . By considering

Ĥ =
2∑

α=1

p̂2
α

2m
+ 1

2
mω2

0x̂
2
α, (C18)

in Eq. (C9), the Langevin equations for the relative coor-
dinates x̂ = x̂1 − x̂2 and p̂ = 1

2 (p̂1 − p̂2) of the two masses
become

dx̂

dt
= 2p̂

m
+ 2�σ h̄x̂ + 2��h̄2 − �h̄ŵx (t ),

dp̂

dt
= −m

2
ω2

0x̂ − γ p̂ − h̄

2
ŵp(t ), (C19)

where we introduced

ŵx (t ) = [b̂†1(t ) + b̂1(t )] − [b̂†2(t ) + b̂2(t )],

ŵp(t ) = i[b̂†1(t ) − b̂1(t )] − i[b̂†2(t ) − b̂2(t )], (C20)

with

E[ŵx (t )ŵx (s)] = 2(η − σ )δ(t − s),

E[ŵx (t )ŵp(s)] = 2i(η − σ )δ(t − s),

E[ŵp(t )ŵx (s)] = −2i(η − σ )δ(t − s),

E[ŵp(t )ŵp(s)] = 2(η − σ )δ(t − s),

(C21)

describing the correlations between the noises.
We now compute the density noise spectrum for the relative

position. Starting from Eqs. (C19) the fluctuation in position
in Fourier space is

δx̃(ω) = h̄

m

ma(iω − γ )w̃x − w̃p

(ω2
0 − ω2 − 2γ �σ h̄) − iω(γ − 2�σ h̄)

, (C22)

where the correlations of the Fourier transformed noises read

E[w̃x (ω)w̃x (ω′)] = 4π (η − σ )δ(ω + ω′),

E[w̃x (ω)w̃p(ω′)] = 4πi(η − σ )δ(ω + ω′),

E[w̃p(ω)w̃x (ω′)] = −4πi(η − σ )δ(ω + ω′),

E[w̃p(ω)w̃p(ω′)] = 4π (η − σ )δ(ω + ω′).

(C23)

The corresponding density noise spectrum, calculated using
Eqs. (28) with the relative coordinates, is given in Eq. (36).
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